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		This unique book is a practical guide for the clinician faced with the challenge of diagnosing and managing neonates, infants and children with congenital hyperinsulinism (HI), within the framework of pathophysiology and molecular genetics. Major advances have been made in HI research over the past two decades, and with this better understanding of the molecular genetics of HI, a “personalized” approach to management according to the type of hyperinsulinism, and particularly according to the likelihood of focal hyperinsulinism, is starting to emerge. The opening chapter discusses HI diagnosis using biochemical approaches and phenotype characterization. The various forms of HI are then presented in detail in three main categories: diazoxide-responsive, diazoxide-unresponsive and syndromic HI. Both medical and surgical management strategies are then discussed, covering imaging, histology, surgical approach, and post-operative management. Complications, such as feeding problems, and long-term outcomes, such as neurodevelopmental issues, are carefully considered in the final chapter.
	


	
		Practical and user-friendly, Congenital Hyperinsulinism is the go-to resource for pediatric endocrinologists, residents and fellows, general pediatricians and neonatologists.
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DWDM Network Designs and Engineering SolutionsCisco Press, 2002
A comprehensive book on DWDM network design and implementation solutions

Design Software Included


* Study various optical communication principles as well as communication methodologies in an optical fiber
* Design and evaluate optical components in a DWDM network
* Learn about the effects of noise in signal...
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BlackBerry Curve Made Simple: For the BlackBerry Curve 8500 SeriesApress, 2010

	You’re a proud owner of the bestselling smartphone in the world. Now learn how to make use of all of the Curve’s features with this easy-to-read guide from two of the best BlackBerry trainers in the business.


	BlackBerry Curve Made Simple teaches you how to get the most out of your BlackBerry Curve 8500 and...
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A Guide to MATLAB: For Beginners and Experienced UsersCambridge University Press, 2001

	This book is a short, focused introduction to MATLAB, a comprehensive

	software system for mathematics and technical computing. It will

	be useful to bothbeginning and experienced users. It contains concise

	explanations of essential MATLAB commands, as well as easily understood

	instructions for using...
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Instant OSGi StarterPackt Publishing, 2013

	The essential guide to modular development with OSGi


	Overview

	
		Learn something new in an Instant! A short, fast, focused guide delivering immediate results.
	
		Learn what can be done with OSGi and what it can bring to your development structure.
	
		Build your first application and...
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Essential Nuclear Medicine Physics (Essentials)John Wiley & Sons, 2006
Essential Nuclear Medicine Physics provides an excellent introduction to the basic concepts of the daunting area of nuclear physics. Logically structured and clearly written, this is the book of choice for anyone entering the field of nuclear medicine, including nuclear medicine residents and fellows, cardiac nuclear medicine fellows and...
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Introduction to Computer Graphics: Using Java 2D and 3D (Undergraduate Topics in Computer Science)Springer, 2008
Computer graphics comprises the creation and representation of simple graphical elements and images, as well as modern techniques for rendering a virtual reality. To apply these techniques correctly, one requires a basic understanding of the fundamental concepts in graphics.
This book introduces the most important basic concepts of computer...
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